Let us help you build a more resilient and innovative smart city that is inclusive and accessible for citizens. Improve collaboration, transparency, and sustainability with a secure, compliant solution that leverages industry best practice and blueprints.

WHAT WE OFFER

Latest cloud approach
To ensure a modern approach to data, the new landscape in the cloud leverages the latest the cloud has to offer.

Consulting Services
We are invested in understanding our clients core challenges to enable their digital transformation journey.

Security
We deliver trusted and secure services by securing information, protecting critical infrastructure and ensuring compliance.

Harnessing digital transformation is essential to empowering citizens and cities

Transformation requires rich systems of intelligence. And it isn’t simply about technology - systems of intelligence represent the combination of technology, people, and process that enable these feedback loops and define a city’s prosperity, sustainability, and economic competitiveness.

Our Smart OaaS solutions help realise strategic city objectives through a secure, achievable technology roadmap.
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Digital Transformation is essential

**ENGAGE CITIZENS**  
With connected experiences

**EMPOWER CITY WORKERS**  
To respond faster to citizen needs

**OPTIMISE CITY OPERATIONS**  
To rapidly deliver services

**TRANSFORM YOUR CITY**  
To drive innovation and growth

---

**WHY MINT FOR SMART TRANSPORT DATA PLATFORM?**

**EXPERTISE**  
in the Microsoft portfolio, technology integration, and digital transformation. We can help accelerate business value imagined. We follow a multi-competence, team-based approach

**CAPABILITIES**  
Our capabilities are broad, deep, and suited to your industry, along with a global network of skilled professionals and partners

**ACCOUNTABILITY**  
We are here for the long term, addressing complex and critical business challenges with disruptive technology while mitigating risk throughout your enterprise

---

**FLEXIBILITY**  
We provide the flexibility to engage in the way that works for you, with the global reach to satisfy your business needs

**RESULTS**  
Partner with Mint because we have a substantial footprint that demonstrate our ability to lead change and deliver on our promise

---
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